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Zo al vvhom, il ma? concern:
Beitknown that I, JOSEPHA.POFF, of Law
rence, in the county of Douglas and State of
Kansas, have invented a new and Improved
Vending-Machine, of which the following is
a full, clear, and exact description.
The invention relates to coin-operated ma
chines for automatically selling postage
stamps, envelopes, and other similar articles.
The object of the invention isto provide a
new and improved vending machine which is
simple and durable in construction, very ef
fective in operation, and arranged to prevent
tampering with the contents of the casing.
The invention consists of certain parts and
details and combinations of the same, as will
be fully described hereinafter and then point
ed out in the claims.
Reference is to be had to the accompanying
drawings forming a part of this specification,
in which similar letters of reference indicate
corresponding parts in all the figures.
Figure lis a transverse section of the im
provement on the line 1-1 of Fig. 3; Fig. 2
25 is a rear elevation of the improvement with
the door removed; Fig. 3 is a sectional plan
view of the same on the line 3-3 of Fig. 1;
Fig. 4 is a perspective view of the improve
ment; Fig. 5 is a sectional plan view of the
coin operating lever and an unlocking device
for the coin; Fig. 6 is a perspective view of
the bolt for the coin unlocking lever; Fig. 7
is a transverse section of part of the drawer,
and the lever forlocking the same in place,
35 the section being taken on the line 7-7 of
Fig. 2; iFig. 8 is a perspective view of theaux
iliarylocking device for the drawer; and Fig.
9 is a perspective view of the stamp-holder.
The improved vending maehine is provided
with a suitably constructed casing A, formed
at the front With a compartment B adapted
to receive the articles Cto be sold by the ma
chine. The compartment B is closed by a
door A fitted to slide in the Sides of the cas
45 ing A, and adapted to belocked in place soas
to close the compartment B, by means of a
bolt Aº fitted to slide transversely in suitable
bearings arranged on the under side of the
top of the casing A, as will be readily under
stood by reference to Fig. 1.
The articles Cto be soldare placedone on top
of the other, and in the case of postage stamps

the stamp or stamps are placed in an envelope

C', of any desired material, preferably, how
ever, formed of a piece of cardboard having 55
a crease to form two parts folded one upon
the other, the stamp or stamps Cºbeing placed
between the two parts, see Fig. 9. The free
ends of the two parts of the envelope are fas
tened togetherby gum, or other means, so as
tO retain the stamp in the sealed envelope.
The lowermost article of the number of ar
ticles C placedone on top of the other, is adapt
ed to pass into a recess D' formed in a drawer
D fitted to slide transversely in suitable 65
guideways E and E' attached to the sides of
the casing A. The front end of the drawer D
projects through the front of the casing, di
rectly below the lower end of the door A',
and on the outer end of the drawer is at
tached a knob Dº, for conveniently pulling
the drawer outward to move the lower most
article, containedin the recess D', to the out
side of the casing at the front end thereof.
In order to cover the opening in the front 75
of the casing, the drawer D' is provided with
a plate Dº fitting upon the front of the door
A', so as to prevent dust or other impurities
from passing through the opening for the
drawer into the casing A. The Outwardslid- 3
ing motion of the drawer D is limited by a
stop Dº attached to the under side of the
drawer and adapted to engage the inner sur
face of the lowermost fixed part of the front
of the casing A.
In order to lock the drawer D in place, an
arm Fis provided, pivoted on one end of the
coin receivinglever G, fulcrumed on a bracket
Dº attached to the drawer D at the rearend
thereof. The arm Fpasses throughan open
ing in the drawer D and engages a recess Eº
formed in the guideway E for the drawer D,
see Fig. 7.
On the end of the lever G, opposite to the
arm Fis secured a coin receiving receptacle 95
G, made in the shape of a hopper, and into
which passes the coin from the coin chute H
eXtending up ward and forward to the front
door A', to connect with the slot A arranged
in the door A' and through which the coin is OO
passed from the Outside to drop into the chute
H, along Which it slides to the rear end there
of, to finally drop into the coin receiving re

ceptacle G' at the end of the coin receiving
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crumed on one side of the casing A at thein
side thereof. The striker Kº is adapted to
strike a bell Kº for sounding an alarm every
time the drawer D is drawn outward. A
weighted arm Kº near the upper end of the
proper coin counterbalances the weight and striker Kº, serves to return the latter to its
arm F.
normal position after the pin K' is dropped
In order to hold the coin in the receptacle off the magnet K on the forward movement
Guntil the proper time comes for dropping of the drawer D. It is understood that When
the same, as hereinafter more fully described, the drawer is moved outward the magnet K
a bolt is provided, fitted to slide transversely attracts the pin K' and holds it temporarily
in suitable bearings arranged in the lever G and thus imparts a swinging motion to the
and in a bracket Gºsecured to the said lever, pivoted striker Kº until the pin K' finally
see Fig. 5. On the rear end of this bolt I is drops off the magnet K on the further for
arranged a lug I' extending under the open ward motion of the drawer D. The Strikeris
ing of the coin receptacle G', so that a coin then returned to its normal position by the
of the proper size passing into the said re weighted arm K, the strikerthen striking the
ceptacle, is supported by the lug I' until the bell Kº and sounding the same.
latter is pushed rearward to disengage the In order to securely hold the drawer D in

lever G. The end of the lever with Which the

arm Fis connected is provided with a weight
Gº, for counterbalancing the other end of the
lever carrying the coin receiving receptacle
G', the weight being so arranged that the

75

coin and permit the same to drop downward place, an auxiliarylocking device is provided,
to the lower part of the casing, usually into a which is arranged as follows:-On the sides
special drawer provided for this purpose. A of the drawer Dandi on top of the Same are
spring Iºis coiled on the bolt I, one end of arranged two transversely extending racks L
the said spring resting against One side of the and L' having their teeth standing in oppo
lever G, the other end pressing against a pin site directions. The racks Land L'are adapt
Iº held in the bolt I, as will be readily under ed to be engaged by the pawls N and N' re
stood by reference to Figs. 5 and 6. When spectively, fulcrumed on the sides of the cas
the bolt I is in the normal position, held there ing A and standing in opposite directions, ac 95

by the spring I, as shown in Fig. 5, then the
lug I' rests against the rear face of the lever
G, the said lug also projecting underthe bot
tom opening of the receptacle G' to support
the coin therein. Now, it will be seen that
when a coin of smaller size is passed through
35 the slot Aº into the chute II and slides dovvn
the same into the receptacle G', then it passes
through the same without actuating the lever
G. VVhen, however, the proper coin is intro
duced, it passes into the receptacle G' and is
supported therein on the lugI',thus overbal
ancing the other Weighted end of the lever G,
whereby the lever is caused to swing down
ward with the receptacle G', its weighted end
swinging upward. By this movement of the
45 lever G, the arm Fis withdrawn from the re
cess E' in the guideway E, and consequently
the drawer D is unlocked. When the drawer
is puled outward, the lever G moves with it
so that the front end of the bolt I is finally
brought in contact with an arm J supported
in the casing A from One side thereof. By
further Outward movement of the dravver D
the bolt Iis pressed rearward against the ten
sion of the spring Iº, so that the lugI' of the
55 said bolt is moved from under the coin' to per
mit the latter to pass out of the receptacle G'
into the lower part of the casing. The lever
G then swings partly back (caused by the
weight Gº), that is, until the lower end of the
arm Frests on top of the guideway E. When
the drawer D is pushed inward, back to its
normal position, then the arm F finally drops
into the recess Eºso that the drawer is again
locked in place.
65 On the drawer Dand nearthe rearendthere
of, is secured a permanent magnetKadapted
to attractapin K'' formed on a striker Kºful
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cording to the position of the teeth on the
racks Land L', so that when the pawls are in
engagement with the racks, the drawer D can
not be pulled outward. The two pawls Nand
N', see Fig. 8, are connected with each other,
near their free ends, by a lever Nº pivoted at
its middle to the back A of the compartment
B. The end of the lever Nº next to the pawl N'
is adapted to be engaged by a permanent mag
net Osecured to the back A, and the opposite
end of the said lever is adapted to be engaged
by a magnet O'somewhat less powerful than
the magnet O. The pawl Nis adapted to be
engaged at its loWer edge, by a pin held on a
rod P' fitted to slide vertically in one side of
the casing A. VVhen this rod Pºismoved up
ward, its pin P causes an upward swinging
motion of the pawl Nso that the latteris dis
engaged from its rack L, and at the same time
a swinging motion is givento the lever Nºso
tlhat the other end of the said lever swings
downward and moves the pawl N' in mesh
with the rack L', the teeth of which, however,
stànd in such a position as not to prevent the
outward sliding motion of the dravyer D.
When the pawl N' swings downward, as de
scribed, by the action of the pin P on the
pawl N, then the lever Nº swings away from
the magnet O, its other end swinging into the
field of the magnet O', whichlatter thenholds
the lever Nº in this position; that is, the pawl
N out of mesh with the rack Land the Other
pawi N' in mesh with the rack L'. The rod
Pºis connected by a transversely extending
rod Pº with an arm Pº fitted to slide in
the other side of the casing A. The mid
dle rod Pºis engaged by a lever Q fulcrumed
at Q' to a bracket attached to the inside of
the front of the casing A, the said lever ex
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tending through the front to the outside and
carrying at this outer end a finger piece Qº
for conveniently actuating the lever Q from
the outside of the casing. This finger piece
Qº is located directlybelow the knob Dº of
the drawer D, and must be pressed by the op
eratorto unlock the drawer D by raising the

pawl N, as above described. The lever Qand
the parts connected with the same are re
turned to their normal position after the
pressure is released from the finger piece Qº,
by a spring Rengaging the arm Q, as willbe
readily understood by reference to Figs. 1 and
2. The downward swinging motion of the
5 finger piece Qº of the lever Q is limited by a
stop S attached to the front of the casing A,
see Figs. 1 and 4.
The operation is as follows:-When the
several parts of the device are in the position

shown in the drawings, and the compartment
Bis filled with the articles to be sold So that
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the lowermost article engages the recess D',
then the operator, by dropping the proper
coin into the slot Aº, unlocks the drawer D,
as above described, the coin passing through
the chute Hinto the coin receivingreceptacle
G', in which it is held by the lug I', as above
described. The swinging motion givento the
lever G by the coin raises the arm F out of
the recess Eºso as partly to unlock the lat
ter, the complete unlocking taking place as
soon as the operator presses on the finger
piece Qºto raise the pawl N out of engage
ment with the rack Lattached to the drawer
D. The operator now pulls on the knob Dºso
that the drawer D slides Outward and carries
along the lowermost article Cheld in the re
ceSSD'. Assoon as the drawerhas been with
drawn the operator removes the article and
pushes the drawer back into its normal posi
tion, whereby the several parts are returned
to their normal position, ready to receive an
other coin for repeating the operation. It
will be understood that when the drawer D
is moved outward, as above described, the
coin is dropped from the receptacle G' by the
rearwardsliding of the bolt I, the latterstrik
ing the arm J. Thus, when the drawer is
pushed back it is again locked in place by the
arm Fengaging the recess Eº.

55
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outside of the casing, and a coin receiving
lever supported by and movable with the
drawer and adapted to lock the said drawer
normally in position, the Said leverbeing ar

ranged transversely of Or at right angles to
whereby a longitudinal vibration orjarring
of the drawer Will nottend to jar the lever
out of locked position, substantially asshown
and described.
3. Avending machine, comprising a casing
having a compartment containing the articles
to be sold, a drawer mounted to slide in the
said casing and adapted to engage the lower
most of the articles, to carry the same to the
outside of the casing, a coin receivinglever
movable with the drawer and adapted to lock
the said drawer normally in position, a recep
tacle held on the said coin receivingleverand
adapted to receive the coin, to unlock the
drawer, and devices whereby to retain the
coin in and permit its escape from said recep
tacle, substantially as shown and described.
4. Avending machine, comprising a casing

the direction of movement of the drawer

having a compartment containing the articles
to be sold, a drawer mounted to slide in the
said casing and adapted to engage the lower
most of the articles, to carry the same to the
outside of the casing, a coin receiving lever
movable back and forth With the drawer
adapted to lock the said drawer normally in
position, the said receiving lever being pro
vided with a depending pivotally supported
arm forlocking the drawerin place, such arm
being extended through the drawer and ar
ranged to engage the framing and a coin re
ceiving receptacle held on the said lever and
adapted to receive the coin to imparta swing
ing motion to the lever, to move the said arm
upward to unlock the drawer, substantially
as shown and described.
5. A vending machine, comprising a casing
havinga compartment containing the articles
to be sold, a drawer mounted to slide in the
said casing and adapted to engage the lower
most of the articles, to carry the Same to the
outside of the casing, a coin receiving lever
movable with the drawer and adapted to lock
the said drawer normally in position, the said
receiving lever being provided with an arm
for locking the drawer in place, a coin receiv
ing receptacle held on the said lever and
adapted to receive the coin, to impart swing
ing motion to the lever to move the said arm
upward to unlock the drawer, a coin chute
held in the said casing and adapted to dis
charge the coin into the said coin receptacle,
a spring pressed bolt whereby to retain the
coin in the receptacle, and an abutment for
engagement by said bolt, substantially as
shown and described.
6. A vending machine, comprising a casing
havinga compartment containing the articles
to be sold, a drawer mounted to slide in the
said casing and adapted to engage the lower
most of the articles, to carry the Same to the

Having thus described my invention, I
claim as new, and desire to secure by Letters
Patent:1. A vending machine, provided with a
drawer mounted to slide and adapted to carry
an article to the outside of the casing, anda
coin receiving lever arranged transverselyor
at right angles to the direction of movement
of and adapted forunlocking the said drawer,
the said lever being movable back and forth
with the drawer substantially as shown and
described.
2. A vending machine, comprisinga casing
havinga compartment containing the articles
to be sold, a drawer mounted to slide in the
said casing and adapted to engage the lower
most of the articles, to carry the Same to the outside of the casing, a coin receiving lever
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adapted to lock the said drawer normally in
position, the said receiving lever being pro
Vided with an arm for locking the dravver in
place, a coin receiving receptacle held on the
said lever and adapted to receive the coin,
to impart a swinging motion to the lever to
move the said arm upward to unlock the
drawer, a coin chute held in the said casing
and adapted to discharge the coin into the
said coin receptacle, a spring-pressed bolt held
on the said coin receiving lever and adapted
to support the coin in the said receptacle, the
said lever coin receptacle and bolt being mov
able back and forth With the draWer andan
abutment for engagement by the bolt When
thedrawerisproperly advanced, substantially
as shown and described.
7. A vending machine, comprising a casing
having a compartment containing the articles
to be sold, a drawer mounted to slide in the
said casing and adapted to engage the lower

most of the articles, to carry the Same to the
outside of the casing, a coin receiving lever

25

supported to move back and forth in the cas
ingand adapted to lock the said drawer nor
mally in position, the said receivingleverbe
ing provided with an arm for locking the
drawer in place, a coin receiving receptacle

held on the said lever and adapted to receive
the coin, to impart a Swinging motion to the
lever to move the said arm up Ward to unlock
the drawer, a coin chute held in the said cas

ing and adapted to discharge the coin into
the Said coin receptacle, a spring-pressed bolt
35 held on the said coin receiving lever and
adapted to support the coin in the said recep
tacle, and a fixed arm arranged in the Said
casing and adapted to be engaged by the
said bolt, when the lever is advanced with
said bolt to move the latter from under the
coin in the receptacle, to permit the coin to
pass out of the latter, substantially as shown
and described.
S. Avending machine, comprising a casing
45 havinga compartment for holding the articles
to be sold, a drawer having a recess engaging
the lower most of the articles, racks held on
the said drawer, pawls engaging the Said racks,
and a lever connecting the Said pawls for
actuating the same to unlock the drawer, sub
stantially as shown and described.
9. In a vending machine substantially as
described, the combination of a sliding de
livery drawer, a lever supported by, movable
55 back and forth with, and adapted to lock the
drawer and release the Same and provided
with a coin receptacle, a bolt, by which to re
tain the coin in the receptacle, and an abut
ment for engagement by Said bolt When the
drawer is properly advanced, whereby to op
erate the bolt to release the coin, all Substan
tially as and for the purposes set forth.
10. In a vending machine, the combination
with a coin receiving lever supported to be
65 moved or advanced afterit has been adjusted

to unlocked position and provided atone end
with a receptacle adapted to receive the coin,

of a spring-pressed bolt fitted to slide on the
said lever, and having a lug extending under
the outlet of the said receptacle to hold the
coin in place, and an abutment arranged to
be engaged by the said bolt when the lever
is advanced, substantially as shown and de
Scribed.
11. In a vending machine, the combination
with a drawer and a permanent magnet there
on, of an alarm bell having a striker adapted
to be actuated by the said permanent mag
net, substantially as shown and described.
12. In a vending machine, the combination
with a drawer and a device forlocking the
same, of a permanent fixed magnet adapted
to hold the said device out of engagement
with the drawer to permit the latter to be
moved, substantially as shown and described.
13. In a vending machine, the combination
with a drawer mounted to slide, of two racks
secured on the said drawer and having their
teeth standing in opposite directions, pawls
engaging the said racks, a lever carrying the
rail pawls on its ends, and a permanent mag
net adapted to engage one end of the said le
ver to hold one of the pawls out of engage
ment with its rackteeth and the other in en
gagement with its respective rack teeth, sub
stantially as shown and described.
14. In a vending machine, the combination
with a coin receiving lever provided at one
end with a receptacle adapted to receive the
coin, of a spring-pressed bolt fitted to slide on
the said lever, and having a lug extending
under the outlet of the said receptacle to hold
the coin in place, andmeans, substantially as
described, for imparting a sliding motion to
the said bolt to disengage the latter from the

coin, asset forth.
15. In a vending machine, the combination
with a drawer mounted to slide and adapted
to carry the article to be sold to the outside
of the casing, a coin receiving lever adapted
to receive the coin at one end, and an arm
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held on the other end of the Said lever and

passing through the Said drawerto engage a
recess in one of the guideways for the said
drawer, to lock the latter in place, substan
tially as shown and described.
16. In a vending machine, the combination

II5

with a drawer mounted to slide and formed

with a recess adapted to receive the articleto
be sold, of racks secured on the Said drawer,
pawls engaging the Said racks, a lever con
necting the pawls with each other, and a per
manent magnet adapted to engage the said
lever, to hold one of the said pawls out of en

gagement with the racks, substantially as
shown and described.
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